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Mac OS X Leopard introduces a fantastic new technology that makes writing applications with animated and cinematic user interfaces much easier. We'll explore this new technology by starting with the familiar concepts you already know from the pre-Leopard development kits.
  Then we'll see how they apply to the new frameworks and APIs.  We'll build on your existing knowledge of Cocoa and bring you efficiently up to speed on what Core Animation is all about.  

  With this book in hand, you can add Core Animation to your Cocoa applications, and make stunning user interfaces that your user's will be showing off to their friends.    

       About the Author


   Bill Dudney is a software developer and entrepreneur currently building software for the Mac.  Bill started his computing career on a NeXT cube with a magneto-optical drive running NeXTStep 0.9.  Over the years, Bill migrated into the Java world, where he worked for years on building cool enterprise software.  But he never forgot his roots and how much fun it was to write software that did cool things for normal people.  Bill is back to AppKit to stay.  You can follow him on his blog at http://bill.dudney.net/roller/objc.      
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The U.S. History Cookbook: Delicious Recipes and Exciting Events from the PastJossey-Bass, 2003
Serve up a heaping lesson of history with delicious recipes from our nation’s past–– from the pilgrims’ first feast to today’s high-tech, low-fat fare
Who knew history could be so delicious? In The U.S. History Cookbook, you’ll discover how Americans have lived and dined over the centuries. This scrumptious...
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Coping with Caveats in Coalition Warfare: An Empirical Research ProgramPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book develops a framework for analysis, and a set of research strategies, to better understand the conditions and mechanisms involved in the considerable use of caveats by states contributing militarily to coalition operations. In the professional language of military servicemen, security analysts and decision-makers, “caveats”...
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Figure Drawing with Virtual Models: Getting the Most Out of Poser ArtistCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Welcome to Figure Drawing with Virtual Models: Getting the Most Out of Poser Figure Artist. This book is intended to be your guide to the use of virtual models as a reference tool for the creation of works of art. Recent advancements in technology have made it possible for artists to have good-quality figure reference at their fingertips almost...
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Microelectronic Circuits (Oxford Series in Electrical & Computer Engineering)Oxford University Press, 2009

	Microelectronic Circuits, Sixth Edition, by Adel S. Sedra and Kenneth C. Smith

	

	This market-leading textbook continues its standard of excellence and innovation built on the solid pedagogical foundation that instructors expect from Adel S. Sedra and Kenneth C. Smith. All material in...
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Information Operations PlanningArtech House Publishers, 2006
Information operations involve the use of military information and how it is gathered, manipulated, and fused. It includes such critical functions asintelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance, command and control, communications, and precision navigation. Separating myth from reality, this authoritative resource provides military professionals with...
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A Brief History of ComputingSpringer, 2008
The history of computing has its origins at the outset of civilization. As towns and communities evolved there was a need for increasingly sophisticated calculations. This book traces the evolution of computation, from early civilisations 3000 B.C. to the latest key developments in modern times.
This useful and lively text provides a...
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